
Bill Perkins - “Learning Case” - Jeff 
 

Leadership Practice 
 

Client’s First Name:  Jeff 

Name for This Practice: Transcending catalyst leadership beyond the constraints of the 

Expert 

Current Behavior Desired Behavior 

• Works with a one to three year time 

horizon 

• Values opinions but can be irritated by 

differences 

• Focuses on the organization as a 

whole 

• Seeks and welcomes feedback, 

especially if it correlates with his own 

development or goal achievement 

 

 

• Span beyond the three year time 
horizon 

• Appreciate differences, pay attention 
to the triggers for growth 
opportunities based on differences 
and mutuality 

• Span focus beyond the organization; 
greater good concentration 

• Solicit feedback for organizational 
development; trigger reflective 
practices in others 

Current Mindset Desired Mindset 

• Bigger picture “strategy” mindset 

• Growth mindset  

• Comfortable when things are 

complicated 

 

• Experiment and redefine goals and 
objectives 
--Bridge stable with creativity, 
collaboration and transformation 

• Be a facilitator of collaborative inquiry 
and facilitate transformational change 
in others 

• Be comfortable with discomfort when 
things grow complex 
 

Primary Action Arena:  Engaging in pivotal conversations 

Type of Agility:  Stakeholder Agility, Context Setting Agility, and Self-leadership Agility 

Shift in Agility Level:  Achiever to Catalyst 

Capacities to Develop: Stakeholder Agility (bolster empathy towards Ray, know transcend 

ways of balancing power style), Context setting agility (understand that he is closer to the 

troops and only needs to collaborate with Ray for strategic topic/ when times are simple, 

allowing him times in the simple domain to experiment with their relationship), and               

Self-leadership agility (capacity to see that Ray’s pull results in him operating at an earlier 

stage such as conformist or expert – be creative and a catalyst in Ray’s development) 



Level of Reflective Action to Develop: Shift from achiever level awareness and intent to 

catalyst level awareness and intent. 

Intent – Become a facilitator of collaborative inquiry and transformational change in others 

through experimentation and mutuality. 

Awareness – Capacity to reflect in the moment, see the “human system,” be self-aware of own 

mindset, and transcend towards mutuality, mitigating the forces pulling to an earlier stage. 

 

Relevant Background 
 

Client’s Role in the Organization:  Functional Area Superintendent 

Type of Organization (e.g., for or non-profit, industry):  Government/Military/Law Enforcement 

Motivation for Coaching:  Interested in bolstering leadership capacity and transcending 

sound leadership and optimal mindset beyond constraints of an Expert mindset above him in 

his organizational hierarchy (his boss). 

Context/situation:  To provide you with helpful feedback what would it be helpful for us 

to know about the larger situation in which your client is working?   

Jeff, the Director of Operations, is a 20-year leader in a law enforcement agency.  He is very 

astute when it comes to the management of the operations and tactics associated with his 

organization.  He has a Bachelor’s Degree in Criminal Justice and is completing his MBA with 

a focus on Leadership.  In regard to leadership, Jeff is a life-long student, always reading 

different theories and frameworks, and is excited to experiment the next day.  If we talk 

“Kotter,” I know I’ll see his dry-erase board looking like a web, with the eight-step change 

model illustrated and change agents identified the very next day.   

Jeff became interested in vertical development approximately two years ago, during a 

workshop I administered, and has been engaged in Coaching for approximately one year, 

meeting once every four to six weeks.  Coaching methodologies have encompassed reflective 

journaling across the four territories of experience (e.g. intentionality, strategies, actions, and 

outcomes) with an integrated focus on habits, mindsets, and capacities associated with stages 

of adult development.  He is a “sponge” and is the epitome of deliberate-development.  Jeff is 

highly reflective and possesses a high degree of empathy and humility in his leadership 

behaviors.   

However, Jeff experiences significant development stage “pull back” when dealing with his 

boss, Ray.  Ray would be equivalent to a Chief of Police in a civilian Police Department; 

Therefore, in the hierarchy, Ray is number-1 and Jeff is number-2.  Ray has a solid educational 

background, but what is noteworthy is he has a Six-Sigma Black belt and approaches his 

organization with process-oriented lenses.  Ray lacks the “human side” to leadership in his 

style, is very non-empathetic, and has trouble communicating with his people (highly assertive 

power style and reserved/skeptical personality). Ray is frequently stuck in an “analysis 

paralysis” mode; however, refuses Jeff to leverage his expert (power of leadership and not 

development stage) and referent powers and connect with the personnel to 

implement/execute.  When Jeff challenges Ray, Ray asserts a “my way or the highway” 

reasoning for his commands and Jeff grows frustrated.  Jeff will respectfully challenge; 



however, Ray opts for critical demand over collaboration.  Because of the mechanistic 

organizational culture, Ray’s position power backs his mindset and endows Ray with a 

validation that his achievements make him a sounder leader.  The climate of the organization 

evidences this assessment. 

The relationship between Jeff and Ray result in Jeff wanting to look for opportunities outside 

the organization.  This would be a detriment to the health of the organization.  Jeff’s troops truly 

love him and there are organizational benefits that will not be realized for another ten years 

due to his leadership.   

Challenge:  What led you to use this “case” for receiving feedback? In helping this 
person develop their desired behavior and mindset for this practice, in what way do you 
feel challenged or unsure of the best way to proceed?  Please be as specific as 
possible.   
 

Ray (boss) holds significant position power over Jeff, and his degree of control has frustrated 
Jeff to the point that Jeff is seeking opportunities to leave the organization, which would be a 
detriment to the organization and the mission when considering longer time horizons.  Jeff will 
never possess the position power to change that dynamic.   

When engaged in conflict resolution (Air Force leaders are trained in the Thomas-Kilmann 
Model of conflict management), Jeff fundamentally goes from collaborating to avoiding due to 
Ray’s competing style.  Ray’s position power fosters the downshift and hinders constructive 
resolution, maintaining the conflict as destructive.  

I am trying to coach Jeff in the art of reframing, appreciating certain attributes associated with 
the Expert and how to leverage them, highlighting the positive pole (polarity management) 
associated with the control the Expert brings to the table.  Jeff is resisting to appreciate the 
differences in mindset; however, seeks to build mutuality (through very tough closed door 
conversations).   

Feedback:  What kind of feedback would be of greatest value to you?   

What can I recommend to Jeff as a measure to mitigate the personal/organizational pull (I refer 

to it as organizational because Ray epitomizes the organization’s mechanistic mindset/culture) 

Ray imposes on Jeff? 

Also, what can Jeff do, while maintaining respect for Ray’s position, to be a catalyst in Ray 

gaining self-awareness and bolstering his desire to develop to a later stage (Expert to 

Achiever)?   

• Highlight when their conversations are ineffective? 

• Trigger more inquiry between the two as an experiment?  (make it seem that it is for 

Jeff’s development but Ray’s involvement would prompt self-awareness and the need 

to develop in Ray) 

• Frame climate survey questions to elicit results that would need to be discussed 

between the two? 

 


